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Denoting by ~2.8’ the (m, n)th Cesaro mean of the double series x a,.kr we say 
that the double series is strongly Cesaro summable with parameters CL, fi > 0 and 
index A> O-or summable [C, (a, fi)lA-to the sum s if in the cases 
(i) cz,B>O, (m+1)-‘(n+1)-‘~~=“=o~;=o.la~~~~‘,-1’8~‘)-~~A=0(1). 
(ii) a or fi or both are zero 
(m+l)-i(n+l))’ i i (d,,((i+l)(k+l)cr~~~B’)-sll=o(l), 
r=Ok=O 
where d,,wi,,=~,,k-~i~,,k-~,,k_,+~ ,-,, k-, and w,.,=o(l) means that 
co,,,!, + 0 in P’ringsheim’s sense and there exists a constant C such that for any pair 
m, n of natural numbers Iw,,,,( < C holds. This definition for single series was intro- 
duced in the case (i) by J. M. Hyslop (Proc. Glasgow Math. Assoc. 1 (1952) 1620) 
and in the case (ii) by N. Tanovic-Miller, (Acta Math. Hungar. 42 (1983), 35-43). 
The case a = b= 0 is the strong convergence, where cr!P;“‘=s,,, the (i, k)th rec- 
tangular partial sum of series. The double orthogonal series x c,,,cp,,(x, y) with the 
coeficient condition x cf, i 00 is an orthogonal expansion of a square-integrable 
functionf(x, y). Exchanging the coefficient condition by a stronger one F. Moricz 
(Stud. Math. 81 (1985) 79-94) proved a theorem for the [C, (a, p)12; a, /I> f 
summability of orthogonal series to f(x, y) almost everywhere. Now we extend 
the investigation for the wider range of parameters and indices. 0 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. THE CONCEPT OF THE SUMMABILITY IN PRINGSHEIM’S SENSE 
WITH A BOUND 
The double series 
(1.1) 
* This work was performed while the author was a visiting researcher at the Steklov Math. 
Inst., Moscow, USSR. 
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is said to be Cesaro summable--or summable C,gto S, with parameters 
a, fi > - 1 if f$$ + s in Pringsheim’s sense, where 
&B) = 
m,n jiF&iE ito kc, AE)iA!!lkai,k, m, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1.2) 
m ” 
and 
At’= 1. 
A(*) = (1 + ~I(2 + a) ... (n + a) 
n n! 9 
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
(see, e.g., [3, p. 185-1861). a:;$) is the (m, n)th rectangular (C, (a, b)) 
mean of the sequence {s,,,}~~+ while s,,,=IJ~;~) is the (m, n)th 
rectangular partial sum of the series ( 1.1). 
Considering a one-dimensional series x2, ai and writing 
ai, if k = 0, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
ai,k = 
0, otherwise, (1.3) 
the definition of summability C,, gives back the well-known definition of 
summability (C, a), independent of parameter /I. On the other hand the 
method C,, has a remarkable deviation from the method (C, c1), namely, 
while for one-dimensional series the method (C, o! + 6), 6 > 0, is stronger 
than method (C, c1), the implication C, + s,8+r G C,,, (6, y > 0), holds 
under certain conditions, only. The exact condition (see [3, p. 187, Th. 21) 
is complicated for the applications. Now we introduce a restricted but more 
comfortable Cesaro method, which will be useful for the investigations of 
double orthogonal series. 
First of all, we say that the double sequence (0, n}z,n=O converges to 
w, in Prinsheim’s sense with a bound if o,,, -+ o in Pringsheim’s ense, and 
in addition, it is bounded. More exactly, this means that for any positive 
E there is a number K, such that if m, n > K then Iw,,, - 01 < E and in addi- 
tion, there exists a constant C, such that lo,,,, -WI d C, for any m and n. 
In this paper 
0 m,n =0(l), as min(m, n) + co, (1.4) 
means that {o,,, >,C& =0 converges to 0, in Pringsheim’s sense with a 
bound, while 
W m,n =0(l) 
means that the sequence {o,,,):, =0 is bounded. Now we have 
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PROPERTY 1.5 [9, Lemma 1.111. Let be GL, j > 
is satisfied, then 
(m+;)“+S f (m-i+ l)“-’ (i+l)“w,,,=o(l), 
i=o 
(n+;)F+r,io(n-k+ 1r’ w+lY%,,=o(l), 
and 
-1 
f i (m-i+1)6 
(m + l)@+’ (n + l)B+y i=~ k=0 
x(i+l)“(k+l)%Ji,k=O(l), 
- -1 and6,y>O. If‘(1.4) 
as min(m, n) + m, 
(1.5.1) 
as min(m, n) + co, 
(1.52) 
’ (n-k+ l)?-’ 
(1.5.3) 
as min(m, n) + 00, hold. 
The double series (1.1) is said to be Cesaro summable in Pringsheim’s 
sense with a bound-or summable (C, (a, /?))-to S, with parameters 
a, /? > - 1 if c$$’ - s = o( 1). Of course, the (C, (0,O)) summability denotes 
that the series ’(1.1) is convergent in Pringsheim’s sense with a bound. 
Using (1.3) the definition of summability (C, (CI, fi)) gives back the 
definition of summability (C, c(), because in the one-dimensional case the 
convergence implies the boundedness. Obviously, we see 
PROPERTY 1.6. rf c$!’ = 0( 1 ), then C,, * (C, (a, 8)). 
Moreover we have 
PROPERTY 1.7 (see [3, p. 189, Th. 51 or [9, Corollary 1.123). If 
cc,j> -1 and&y>0 then (C,(a+&P+r))e(C,(cqP)). 
2. THE CONCEPT OF THE STRONG SUMMABILITY, 
STRONG CONVERGENCE AND STRONG SEMI-C• NVERGENCES 
For one-dimensional series the strong summability and strong con- 
vergence has been defined by Hyslop [S] and Tanovic-Miller [12]. 
Following their ways, the double series (1.1) is called summable 
[C, (CI, @Ii to S, with index 1~ 0 if in the cases ~of parameters 
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G) a,P>O 
(m+li(n+l)z c l~~~~‘~B-“-sl”=o(l), as min(m,n)+co, 
I Ok 0 
(2-l) 
(ii) a=O, /3>0 or a>O, fi=O or a=p=O, 
=0(l), as min(m, n) + co, (2.2) 
where AroWi,k=Oi,k-Wi-r,k; Ao,Wi,k=Oi,k-Oi,k-l; A,,O,k=O,k- 
Oi,k - I - mi- l,k + mi- l,k- I = A,o(AolWi,k) = Aol(A,oOi,k), for i, k = 
0, 1,2, . . . and w,.~ = 0 if i or k or both are - 1. Summabilities [C, (0, O)ln, 
cc, (0, P)liT and [C, (a, O)li will be called strong convergence, strong 
semi-convergence in first parameter, and strong semi-convergence in 
second parameter, respectively. Using (1.3), the formulas (2.1) and (2.2) 
give back the concept of strong summability and strong convergence for 
one-dimensional series. 
Considering (1.2) we use the following notations, 
where the last expression is the (m, n)th (C, (a, 0)) mean of the sequence 
1 1” mna m,n m,n=O* 
The strong summability has the following properties. The first one is 
obvious by Property 1.5 (see (1.5.3) with 6 = y = 1 and Cr = p= 0). 
PROPERTY 2.5. Zf a,/?>0 then (C,(a-l,/?-l))*[C,(~r,/?)]~ for 
II > 0. 
PROPERTY 2.6 [9, Theorem 3.21. if I > 1; ct, /I > l/A and 6, y < 1 - l/A 
then CC, (a,B)ll=-(C, (a-&B-y)). 
PROPERTY 2.7 [9. Theorem 3.31. [C, (a, j)], +(C, (a, p)) for a, /?>O. 
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PROPERTY 2.8 [9, Remark 2.31. Zf 0 < 1, < 1 and a, p >,O then 
EC> (6 P)IA+P(c (4 Lo). 
PROPERTY 2.9 [9, Theorem 3.11. [C, (a, /?)lA* [C, (a, fi)],for a, pa0 
and ,I>,u>O. 
PROPERTY 2.10 [9, Theorem 3.41. Let be ~1, fi B 0 and 1~ 1. Then the 
series (1.1) is summable [C, (01, /?)I). to s tf and only tf the following four 
conditions hold: series (1.1) is summable (C, (a, fi)) to s, 
(2.10.1) 
(m+lt(n+l).! $ Itl,YY”=o(l), as min(m,n)-+oo, (2.10.2) 
r-0 k-0 
and 
(m+lt(n+l),c $ I~!$T’=o(l), as min(m,n)+a. (2.10.3) 
r-0 k-0 
PROPERTY 2.11 [9, Remark 3.71. Zf 13 1, 12 p > 0 and a, /I. y, 6 > 0 
then CC, (a, P)li * CC, (a + 4 B + ~11,. 
PROPERTY 2.12 [lo, Theorem]. 
(i) rf p > A> 1 and a, B>O; 6, Y> l/n- 1/p then CC, (a, 8)lA * 
CC, (a+J,P+y)l,. 
(ii) Zf ~L>A = 1 and a, /?>O; 6, y > 1 - l/p then [C, (a, B)ll =+ 
CC, (a+hB+y)l,,. 
PROPERTY 2.13 [9, Theorem 3.53. Let il> 1 and a, /I > 0. Then the series 
( 1.1) is summable [C, (a, j?)] A to s tf and only zf the condition (2.2) fulfils. 
PROPERTY 2.14. Zf one of the cases 
(i) A= 1 and a=/I=O 
(ii) A>1 andO<a, B<l-l/A 
is fulfilled then CC, (a, /?)lA* (C, (0,O)). 
Proof of Property 2.14. In the case (i) we get the statement from the 
case a=/?=0 of Property 2.7, so we may assume that A > 1 and 
0 < a, fi < 1 - l/A. In the next we consider the cases 
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(a) 1~1~2 andO<a,fl<l-l/1, 
(b) 1> 2 and 0 < ct, /? < l/n, 
(c) I>2 and O<a< l/n, l/n <j?< 1 - l/J, 
(d) 1> 2 and l/n < u < 1 - l/n, 0 < /3 < l/J, 
(e) A>2 and l/ka,/I<l-l/12. 
Ad (a). Let us consider a positive number q, such that 
Applying the Property 2.12 (i), in the case of indices A+ q, I and 
parameters a, j3 with 6, = yr = l/n - l/(1 + q), the summability [C, (a + 
lb- ll(~+v), B+ l/~-W+?))l,+, of series (1.1) is obtained. Having 
that 
1 1 1 - - 
a+i-i+q’i+?/’ 8+&&& 
and choosing 6, = a+ l/I - l/(1 + q) ( < 1 - l/(1 + q)) and yz = fl+ l/A - 
l/(1 + q) (< 1 - l/(1 + r])) we may apply Property 2.6 in the case of index 
il + q and parameters a + l/I - l/(1 + r]), fi + l/I - l/(n + q). 
Ad (b). Let us choose the numbers 6, and y1 such that 
1 1 
--a<6,<1---u, 
I A 
~-~<yl<l-f-j? 
and apply Property 2.11 in the case of indices il = p and parameters a, /?; 
then the summability [C, (a + 6,) /I + y ,)I, of series (1.1) is obtained. 
Having that cr+6,,j+y,>l/n and choosing 6,=cc+6,, y2=/?+y1 we 
may apply Property 2.6 in the case of index I. and parameters 
“+6,,B+Y,. 
Ad (c). Choosing l/A-a < 6, < 1 - l/A--a and y, = 0 we apply 
Property 2.11 in the case of indices 1= p and parameters a, p; then the 
summability [C, (a + Jr, /II)] 1 of series ( 1.1) is obtained. Having that 
a + 6 1, /I > l/A and choosing 6, = u + 6 r and yz = /3, we may apply Property 
2.6 in the case of index 1 and parameters u + 6,) /?. 
Ad (d). This case is similar to the case (c), so we omit its proof 
Ad (e). Choosing 6 = a and y = /3 we get the convergence in 
Pringsheim’s sense with a bound of the series (1.1) by the Property 2.6, 
immediately. 
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Remark 2.15. Let be tl, /&I. given positive numbers and let us consider 
a series (1.1) with the following (C, (LX- 1, b- 1)) means 
ml’” if n = 0 and m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
ag,, 1.B 1) = nllj. if m=Oandn=0,1,2 ,..., 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, this series is summable C, _ ,,B _ , to s = 0, but the sequence 
does not converge in Pringsheim’s sense, so we can see that using the 
concept of C,8-summability, the Property 2.5 does not remain valid. 
3. RESULTS FOR THE DOUBLE ORTHOGONAL SERIES 
Let (A’, 8, p) be a given arbitrary positive measure space and 
{ qj,k(x)}iqok=O an orthonormal system on X. We consider the double 
orthogonal series 
;,zo Ci,k(Pj,k(X). (3.1) 
For series (3.1) we use o!,T$(x), .z$?(x), t:;/)(x), and r~$(x) in the same 
sense as under (1.2), (2.3.1), (2.3.2), and (2.4) with aj,k=ci,k(Pj,k(X). 
By the well-known Riesz-Fischer theorem, if 
(3.2) 
then the series (3.1) is an orthogonal expansion, that is, there exists a 
function f(x) E L*(X, 5, p), such that the rectangular partial sums 
Sm,n(X)= f i Ci,k(Pi,k(X) 
i=O k=O 
convergence tof(x) in the L2-metric, that is 
I (s,,.(x)-ff(x))2d~(x)=o(l), as min(m, n) + co. 
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Here and in the sequel, the integrals are taken over the entire space X We 
call the functionf(x) to be the L*-sum of the series (3.1). 
In [ 1 l] we proved the following results. 
THEOREM 3.3 [ 11, Theorem (i)]. Let 0 < v <p, p > 2 and 01, B > 1 - l/p. 
lf- 
,f , c:mg 10g0+w [log log& + k)]2 < cc (3.3.1) 
then the series (3.1) is summable [C, (u, /I)], a.e. to its L2-sum. 
The special case p = v = 2 of Theorem 3.3 had already been proved by 
Moricz [7, Theorem 63. Using Theorem 3.3 and Property 2.6 with 1= v; 
&=I--l/p+c1*/2 (>l/p), fl=l-1/~+/?*/2; 6=1-l/p-a*/2 and 
y = 1 - l/p - 8*/2, where CI* and B* are arbitrary positive numbers, we get 
COROLLARY 3.4. v the coefficients of orthogonal series (3.1) satisfy the 
condition (3.3.1) then it is summable (C, (a*, p*)) a.e. to its L2-sum for every 
Lx*, /?* > 0. 
The Corollary 3.4-which in the case of single orthogonal series is the 
well-known Men’sov-Kaczmarz theorem-had been proved by Moricz [ 7, 
Theorem 11. In the case c1 - fl - * * 1, it was pointed out by Fedulov [4, 
Theorem 33, that Corollary 3.4 is exact in the sense that log log t can not 
be replaced by any sequence w(t) tending to co, slower as t --, cc. Hence, 
considering Property 2.10, we can see that Theorem 3.3 is the best possible 
in the same sense as Corollary 3.4 is. 
THEOREM 3.5 [ll, Theorem (ii)]. Let 0 < v < p, p 2 2, a = 1 - l/p and 
fi > 1 - l//L zj- 
;,zo &Clog(i + 211 Clog lw(k + 4)1* < ~0 
then the series (3.1) is summable [C, (a, fl)] y a.e. to its L*-sum. 
THEOREM 3.6 [ll, Theorem (iv)]. Let O< v<p, pa2 and u=fi= 
1 - l//L zj- 
.zo c$Jw(i+ 2)lClodk + 2)1< 00 
then the series (3.1) is summable [C, (u, p)], a.e. to its L2-sum. 
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For the cases in which one of parameters is smaller than 1 - l/& 3 2), 
we prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let 0 < v <p, p B 2, 0 d cz < 1 - l/p, and p > 1 - l/p. If 
;,$. cL(i+ 1) 2(1-1’lr--r) [loglog(k+4)]2< co (3.7.1) 
then the series (3.1) is summable CC, (a, B)], a.e. to its L2-sum. 
Let us assume that - 1 < a* < 0 and /I* > 0. Choosing the number 
2 
“1 +a*’ 
then Theorem 3.7 and Property 2.6 with 1 =p, a= 1 - l/p+ a*, 
j? = 1 - l//I + /I*/2, y = 1 - l//l - /.I*/2 and 6= l- l/p--q, where q is an 
arbitrarily small positive number, yield 
COROLLARY 3.8. If - 1 < a* < 0, /3* > 0 and 
i,zo c:,(i+ l)-“* [loglog(k+4)]*< co (3.8.1) 
then the series (3.1) is summable (C, a* + q, /I*) a.e. to its L2-sum, for any 
positive rj. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let0<v~~,~~2,0~a<1-1/~and~=1-1/~.If 
i,$o cL(i+ 1) 2(1 - l’p - a) log(k + 2) < co (3.9.1) 
then the series (3.1) is summable [C, (a, /?)I, a.e. to its L2-sum. 
THEOREM 3.10. LetO<v~pL,pL2andO<a,fi<1-1/p.If 
i,;o&(i+ 1) 1(1--/~--a)(~+1)2(1--I/~~8)<C0 (3.10.1) 
then the series (3.1) is summable [C, (a, /I)] y a.e. to its L2-sum. 
Let us assume that - 1 <a*, /I* < 0. Choosing the number 
( 2 2 p>max -__ > l+a*‘l+jj* ’ 
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the Theorem 3.10 and Property 2.6 with A= p, c1= 1 
p=l-1/~+/3*, S=l-l/p--- and r=l-l/p--t, where q 
arbitrarily small positive numbers, yield 
COROLLARY 3.11. Zf - 1 <a*, /?* <O and 
f cZ,(i+ l)--Za* (k+ 1)-2b*< co 
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- l/p + a*, 
and 5 are 
(3.11.1) 
i,k=O 
then the series (3.1) is summable (C, (cc* + q, /3* + t)) a.e. to its L2-sum, for 
any positive q and 5. 
The Corollary 3.11 is an extension of a result due to Kaczmarz [6] and 
Zygmund [13], from the one-dimensional orthogonal series to the two- 
dimensional one. We note that Sunouchi and Yano [S] proved that if in 
the case of one-dimensional orthogonal series CF=0 ckqk(x) the coefficients 
are satisfying the condition Cp=0 c:(k + l))2a < co, - 1 < a < 0, then the 
orthogonal series is (C, a) summable a.e. This result indicates that 
Corollary 3.11 probably is not the best. The question whether Corollary 
3.11 remains valid or not, when q or 5 or both are zero is open. 
4. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Before starting the auxiliary results, we make the following convention. 
Given a double sequence { fm,n(x)}~,=o of functions we write 
fm,n(x) = 0X(1 )? a.e., as min(m, n) + co (or m + CL), or n + co) 
or max(m, n) + co 
if fmJx) + 0 a.e. as min(m, n) + cc (or max(m, n) + co, or m --) c0, or 
n + m) and in addition there exists a function F(x) E L*(X, 9, p) such that 
SUP Ifm,n(x)I <F(x) a.e. 
?%?I,0 
LEMMA 4.1 [l, Theorem 8.11. If 
,zo cfk[log(i+ 2)]* [lOg(k + 2)12 < co 
(4.1.1) 
then the series (3.1) converges to its L2-sum a.e. in Pringsheim’s ense with 
a bound. 
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LEMMA 4.2 [7, Theorem 23. Zf c( = 0, /I > 0 and 
f &[log(i+2)]* [loglog(k+4)]2< co (4.2.1) 
i.k=O 
is fulfilled, then the series (3.1) is summable (C, (a, j?)) to its L2-sum a.e. 
LEMMA 4.3 [ 11, Lemma 11. The conditions in the cases 
(i) I?>$ 
j. +Jlog(~ + N2 < co, 
(iii) -1<cr<+ 
Jo c$,(i+ l)‘-*” [log(k + 2)1* < co, 
(4.3.1) 
(4.3.2) 
(4.3.3) 
are sufficient for 
; ‘2’ ~z~;,o’(x)~~=ox(l) a.e. as p + co, 
m=2P+l 
uniformly in n. 
LEMMA 4.4 [ 11, Lemma 2 (iii)]. Suppose that - 1 < 6 < i, B > 0 and 
i,zOcgk(i+ l)‘-*’ [loglog(k+4)]2C co. (4.4.1) 
Then 
1 *P+I *cJ+i 
-m=2p+l J+, Iz!$(x)12=o.x(l) 2p+4 c a.e. asp+m, 
uniformly in q. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that - 1 < p < 0 and that either 
(i) ti>$and 
i,$oc:k(k+ l)r2Q cc 
or 
(ii) cl= 5 and 
or 
(iii) - 1 < E < 4 and 
(4.5.1) 
(4.5.2) 
(4.5.3) 
Then 
1 p+l 2u+l 
pm=2s+l n=z+, Iz!Z!‘(X)12=0,(l) 2p+4 c a.e. a.sp+oo, (4.5.4) 
uniformly in q. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Writing a, p rather than ~7, p and starting with 
(2.3.1) by the Minkowski’s inequality we get 
GE T”‘(x) + T’*‘(x) + Tc3’(x) P.4 P.4 P.4 . 
In the first step we estimate Ti’i. Using 
if k=O 
if k=l 
if k = 2, 3, . . . 
(4.5.5) 
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let us consider the sequence 
cx={j;Yl cq”’ (i,k=O, 1,2 )...) 
and the system 
(P:k(x) = 
i 
C1lc:k)C~~~+l ci,jcPi.j(x) if c&Z0 
(Pi,Pk+l(x) if cfk =0 . 5 
moreover, observe that 
Now the conditions (4.5.1), (4.5.2), and (4.5.3) yield that in the cases (i), 
(ii), and (iii) the series 
f @:k)’ [h-# + 2)12, 
i,k=O 
and 
are convergent, respectively. 
Hence, considering the double orthogonal series 
and casting a glance at (4.3.1)-(4.3.3), using again (2.3.1), we may apply 
Lemma 4.3 and get 
uniformly in n. Writing n = 29, 
P’(x)=o (1) 
P.9 x 9 
a.e. asp+co, 
uniformly in q, holds. 
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In the second step we estimate TEi, 
f 1 IT~~(x)12 44x1 
p.q=o 
QK, f 1 *z’ *g* 2 f (m-i+1)2”-2 
p.q=O 
2P+4 
m=*P+l n=24+1 i=O k-Y+1 
x (WI + 1)--201 i*c;, 
m,q=O i=O k=2u+l 
k,m=O i=O 
=K, f i*cf, f (m-i+l)2”~2(m+l)-*a-1. 
k,i=O m=i 
Considering 
if a>f 
log(i+2) if a=$ 
if -l<a<$ 
(4.5.6) 
by conditions (4.5.1)-(4.5.3) we apply the Levi’s theorem and get 
T:;(x) = 0x(1 1 a.e. as max(p, q) + co. 
In the third step we estimate TzA. 
m=2+“+1 n=2q+l i=O k=O (m+1)2a 
1 
<Kc, f - 
1 
m,n=On+ 1(m+l)*“+‘. 
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Here we show that for any k = 0, 1,2, . . . 
.I& $&- ( ,i 
1 2= 
O(l) if -h<p<o 
O(log(k+2)) if Bc-4 (*I 
n O((k+ 1)P2PP’) if -1 <j?< -5 
and this estimate is sharp. 
Clearly, we may assume that k > 1. Using the familiar identity 
we can write 
((n+l)fi-((n-k+l)fl)2 
In the case of I, we have k d n < 2k and obtain 
1 ((n+ l)B-(n-k+ 1)8)2 
It is easy to see that if jz?<O then 
(1-28)(n-k+1)8~(n-k+l)~-(n+1)~ 
<(n-k+ l)O (k<n<2k- 1) 
and hence 
if -;<j?<o 
if Bz-4 
if PC-+. 
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In the case of Z2 we have i(n+l)<n--k+l <n+l and-by the 
Lagrange theorem-we obtain 
((n+ l)P-((n-k+ 1)P)2=Og(k2(n+ 1)28-2). 
Hence, 
Collecting the estimates of I, and Z, we obtain (*). 
Returning to the main line of the proof, it is sufficient o observe that (*) 
yields the estimate 
~~--&($++~(k+l)-2B (-l</?<O; k=O, 1,2,...), 
and using (4.5.6) again, by conditions (4.5.1~(4.53) we apply the Levi’s 
theorem and get 
T;;(x) = 0x( 1) a.e. as max(p, q) + 00. 
Collecting the estimations of TEi, TX:, and TEi, the estimation (4.5.4) 
is obtained. 
Our next lemma is analogous to Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that - 1 -c o! < 0 and that either 
(i) fl>fand 
or 
(ii) fl= f and 
i,&cf,(i+ l)-*“log(k+2)< co 
or 
(iii) -1 <B<f and 
fO&(i+ I)-*” (k+ 1)1-28< co. 
(4.6.1) 
(4.6.2) 
(4.6.3) 
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Then 
1 2/J+1 73+1 
-c ?D+u C lt~f’(x)1*=0,(1) a.e. as q-‘Dlj, 
L’ m=ZP+l n=ZB+l 
uniformly in p. 
LEMMA 4.7 [ll, Lemma S(iii), (v), and (vi)]. Suppose that 
and let one of the conditions 
(i) b>iand 
f &(i+ l)‘-2ai< co, 
(ii) p= 4 and 
i,k=O 
(iii) -l<fl<&and 
f. c:,(i+ 1)lp2” (k+ 1)1-28< Co, 
(4.7.1) 
(4.7.2) 
(4.7.3) 
be satisfied. Then the series 
converges a.e. 
LEMMA 4.8 [lo, Lemma 83. Assume that p > A> 1, Or, b> l/A. - 1, and 
6 = l/A - l/p. Zf the conditions (2.10.1 k(2.10.3) are satisfied, then 
(M+l~(N+l)m$o ~~olzL*“~~+“)l~=o~l) as min(M,W-+w 
(M+ lt(N+ ljm~o n$o IC,~6~8+a)l~=41) a min(M NJ--+ ah 
and 
hold. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.7, 3.9, AND 3.10 
First, we mention that having the cases (iii), (v), and (vi) of the theorem 
in [ 111, we may assume that 
and have to prove our new theorems only in the following cases of 
parameters 
(I) In the case of Theorem 3.7, 
O<a<&$: /!I>+ 
(II) In the case of Theorem 3.9, 
o<a<= 
2 P’ 
p&l; 
P 
(III) In the case of Theorem 3.10, 
1 1 
(a) O<a<---; ‘-&<l-’ 
2P 2P P 
1 1 
(b) O<a<---; 
2 P 
Second, we remark that these theorems have the same proof-line, so we 
can make a common proof. 
The proof is based on Property 2.10. We will show that the requirements 
the series (3.1) is summable (C, (a, /I)) to its L2-sum a.e., (5.0.1) 
(M+ &+ 1) E i I~!$@)l”=%(l) a.e. as min(M, N) + co, 
m On 0 
(5.0.2) 
(M+ &+ I+, “CO Icz’(w=%(l) a.e. as min(M, N) + co, 
(5.0.3) 
and 
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1 
f % Ib!?$‘(w=%(1) 
CM+ lW+ 1) m=O ??=O 
a.e. as min(M, N) + co, 
(50.4) 
are fulfilled, in each of the cases I-III. 
Observing that each of conditions (3.7.1), (3.9.1), and (3.10.1) implies 
(4.2.1), moreover (3.10.1) implies (4.1.1), by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 moreover 
by Property 1.7, the requirement (5.0.1) is obtained. 
In the sequel let be 
1 1 
C(=G(--T+! 
and ,=,-i+i. 
Now we write the cases I-III, in the following form: 
(5.1) 
(III) (a) -i+b<&<O; o<a<; 
(b) -;++<O; -;++<O. 
Observing that (3.7.1)0(4.4.1), (3.9.1)*(4.4.1), and (3.10.1)*((4.3.3), 
(4.4.1), and (4.5.3)), the Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 yield that 
$ ‘Z’ ~Z~~,“‘(X)+J,(l) a.e. as p --f co (5.2) 
m=2P+l 
uniformly in n, and 
1 p+l 24+1 
-,=~+, .=z+, Iz!i,9x)12=~,(1) 2p+4 a.e. as P-+ 00 (5.3) 
uniformly in q. 
Let us choose the integer number W, such that 2”-’ c M< 2”. Using 
(4.5.5), we can write for any M= 2, 3, . . . and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . that 
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The estimate (5.2) means that there is a function F, E L’(X, 9, p), such 
that for any p = 0, 1, 2, . . . and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
1 Pp+1 
F 1 Iz~;,“)(x)I’~F,(x) a.e., 
m=p,+ 1 
furthermore for any positive E, there is a number K = K,(E), such that if 
p > IC then the inequality 
& ‘5’ Izf$f)(x)I* <E a.e., 
m=pp+ 1
holds for every n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Hence, we get that for any M= 2, 3, . . . and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
&m!o Iz~;~‘(x)l’ < W,(x) a.e. 
furthermore, assuming that A4 > 2”+ ’ we can write 
& t lz~,“‘(x,l’< 
m-0 
& ( z + y ) 2+ pf’ Izg;,o)(x)l*, 
P--o p=lc+l m=p,+ 1 
so the right hand side is small if A4 is large enough, a.e., uniformly in n. Of 
course these yield 
& t Iz!$%)l*=%(1) a.e. as min(M, n) + co. 
m-0 
Using Property 1.5 (see (1.5.2) with /? = 0 and y = 1 ), we obtain 
(M+ l;(N+ 1) g g Iz:,“‘(x)1’=%u) a.e. as min( M, N) + co. 
m-o n-0 
(5.4) 
Choosing the integer numbers w and u, such that 2”-’ <M< 2” and 
2”- ’ c N6 2”, furthermore using (4.5.5), we can write for any M= 2, 3, . . . 
and N = 2, 3, . . . that 
(j,,f+ lf(N+ 1) E g Iz~,B)(x)~2 
m On 0 
G (2” + l;f2” + 1) 7’ “$ zp+q $5 pg pg’ Iz;;,B’(x)I’. 
P 04 0 m=pp+l n=p,+l 
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The estimate (5.3) means that there is a function F, E L2(X, 9, p), such 
that for any p=O, 1, 2, . . . and q=O, 1, 2, ..,. 
L ‘F’ ‘$J’ Iz~~~‘(x)I’<F,(x) a.e., 
2p2q m=pp+l n=p,+l 
furthermore, for any positive E, there is a number K = K,(E) such that if 
p > K, then for any q = 0, 1, 2, . . . . the inequality 
holds. 
Hence we get that for any M= 2, 3, . . . and N = 2, 3, . . . . 
(M+ l;cN+ 1) t g Iz~;!‘(~)l’~64~Ax) a.e. 
m On 0 
Furthermore assuming that A4 > 2“ + ’ we can write 
(M+lf(N+ 1) E c Iz!i~!‘(x)l’ m On 0 
y2w3;!+1, c “~‘2p+q+(2w+l;;2”+l) Ii1 “i’zp+q 
P 0 q-0 p--K+1 q=o 
< 2”“FAx) + 64E 
M 
(N=O, 1, 2, . ..) a.e. 
Combining this with (5.4) we have 
a.e. as min(M, N) + co, 
in each of the cases I-III. 
Observing that (3.7.1)*(4.6.1), (3.9.1)*(4.6.2), and (3.10.1)=(4.6.3) 
the Lemma 4.6 yields that 
1 Pptl PI’1 
----I 2P+q 
1 lt~;;‘(x)l2=0,(1) a.e. as q -b co, 
m=p,+ 1 n=pq+ I 
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uniformly in p. Hence, by a similar computation to the former one, we 
obtain 
(M+ &+ 1) E i Ic3x)12=%(l) a.e. as min(M, N) + co, 
m on 0 
(5.6) 
in each of the cases I-III. 
Observing that (3.7.1)*(4.7.1), (3.9.1)0(4.7.2), and (3.10.1)0(4.7.3), 
the Lemma 4.7 yields that the series (4.7.4) converges a.e. Hence, consider- 
ing Lemma 3.3 in [2] with 
1 
a 
m,n=(m+ l)(n+ 1) b!$(x)l 2, 
we can conclude that 
(M+ &+ 1) E c I~!2,B’(x)12=~x(l) a.e. as min(M, N) + co, 
m On 0 
(5.7) 
in each of the cases I-III. 
Choosing 
and casting a glance at (5.1), by (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) we may apply 
Lemma 4.8, with A = 2, the requirements (5.0.2), (5.0.3), and (5.0.4) are 
fulfilled. 
Finally, applying Property 2.9, our proof is complete. 
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